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Abstract: Class schedules are published periodically to enable students to plan their courses. For some early years the schedules are produced separately for day and evening classes. This did not last long and subsequent schedules are for "day and evening" classes. Information on how to register is included in each booklet.

Acquisition Information: This is a legacy collection. It was gathered rather than deposited.
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Access Restrictions: Available to Researchers
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Scope and Content Notes: This collection of class schedules begin in 1964, one year after the school opened. The earlier years have separate booklets for each quarter. These are further divided into day and evening courses. There is a gradual combining of listings until they all appear in one book.

Each booklet or flyer gives registration information and costs for enrolling in classes.
**Arrangement of Records:** Each folder contains one academic year of schedules. The folders are arranged chronologically.
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